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will.i.am - I Like To Move It

                            tom:
                E
Intro: E

I like to move it, move it
I like to move it, move it
We like to ??. move it

( E  G  Gb )
( E  Em  G )

[Refrão]

E
I like to move it, move it
G               Gb
She like to move it, move it
Em
He like to move it, move it
G                     D
We like to? move it

E
I like to move it, move it
G                    Gb
She like to move it, move it
E
He like to move it, move it
G                    D
We like to? move it

[Primeira Parte]

( E  Em  G )

Gb
Here in Madagascar we get funky we get loud
Em
We can shake, shake, shake it
G                         Gb
Move it up, move it down
Em
So do it
G                  Gb
There?s nothing to it

( E  Em  G )

Gb
Even the Lemurs and Maurice can babalu it

[Ponte]

Em
They take it low, low
G                       A
They take it high, high
E
It feels so good you can?t deny
G                        A
Let?s prove it! move it!
Em
Everybody up! Everybody jump!
G                 A
Everybody bump anybody in the rump!
Em

Everybody up! Everybody jump!
E
Everybody bump anybody in the rump!
Em
Everybody up! Everybody jump!
G                                  A
Everybody bump anybody in the rump!
Em
Everybody up! Everybody jump!

Everybody bump anybody in the rump!
Boom Boom!
[Refrão]

E
I like to move it, move it
G
She like to move it, move it
Em
He like to move it, move it
G
We like to? move it
E
I like to move it, move it
G                A
She like to move it, move it
E
He like to move it, move it
G
We like to? move it

[Ponte]

E
Oh, oh, oh, oh whe
G                   A
Oh oh oh whe oh whe
E
Oh, oh, oh, oh whe
G                  A
Oh oh oh whe oh whe
E
Oh, oh, oh, oh whe
G                  A
Oh oh oh whe oh whe
E
Oh, oh, oh, oh whe
G                  A
Oh oh oh whe oh whe

[Refrão]

E
I like to move it, move it
G
She like to move it, move it
Em
He like to move it, move it
G
We like to? move it
E
I like to move it, move it
G
She like to move it, move it
Em
He like to move it, move it
G
We like to?  move it

Acordes


